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Abstract
CAM-Brain is the model to create neural networks based on cellular automata, and
®nally aims at developing an arti®cial brain. In particular, this model can rapidly evolve
the neural networks composed of several thousand modules with special purpose
computers such as CAM-8 at MIT and CBM at ATR. This paper attempts to evolve a
module of CAM-Brain for the problem to control a mobile robot, especially Khepera,
which might show the feasibility of evolutionary engineering to develop an arti®cial
brain. The original model has been modi®ed to solve a couple of problems which are
caused by evolving CAM-Brain to control a mobile robot. Some preliminary experiments show the potential of CAM-Brain at the problem of control. Ó 2000 Elsevier
Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Recently, there have been vigorous attempts to understand and reconstruct
the functions of brain. One of these attempts is to investigate engineering-based
brain. A brain builder group at ATR Human Information Processing Research
Laboratories in Japan has attempted to develop arti®cial brain called CAMBrain [1]. This system is based on Cellular Automata (CA) and controls the
growth and signaling of neurons. In particular, due to the features of CA it is
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possible to evolve very quickly on parallel hardware such as CAM-8 at MIT
and CBM at ATR [2].
Evolutionary engineering is an approach to combine neural network modules that have evolved with particular functions to develop arti®cial brain [3]. It
has been extensively exploited to apply each neural network module to a
speci®c problem. As a promising application, this paper attempts to apply the
CAM-Brain to control a mobile robot. Previous works to construct the controller by evolutionary approach include evolving neural network by genetic
algorithm [4], using genetic programming [5], and combining fuzzy controller
with genetic algorithm [6].
The rest of this paper discusses the CoDi model, one of the CAM-Brain
models, and simulation result from applying it to control a mobile robot in
detail. Section 2 oers a brief explanation on a behavior based robot, Khepera,
used in the simulation. Section 3 describes the CoDi model, and Section 4
shows the simulation result and analysis.
2. Backgrounds
2.1. Khepera: mobile robot
Khepera robot (see Fig. 1(a)) contains 8 infrared sensors to detect by re¯ection the proximity of objects in front of it, behind it, and to the right and
the left sides of it, and to measure the level of ambient light all around the
robot. Also, the robot has two motors to control the left and right wheels.
Khepera simulator (see Fig. 1(b)) also features the ability to drive a real

Fig. 1. Khephera robot and simulator: (a) robot; (b) simulator.
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Khepera robot, so that we can very easily transfer the simulation results to the
real robot.
Each sensor of Khepera simulator returns a value ranging between 0 and
1023. 0 means that no object is perceived, while 1023 means that an object is
very close to the sensor. Intermediate values may give an approximate idea of
the distance between the sensor and the object [7]. Each motor can take a speed
value of 5, 0 and ÿ5. We construct an environment in order to observe the
behavior of the robot. Initially, the robot is located below the central point of
the world and the problem that robot must work out is to go round this world
without bumping against walls.
2.2. Cellular automata
CA are population of interacting cells, each of which is itself a computer
(automaton) and can represent many kinds of complex behavior by building
appropriate rules into it [8]. CA can model ecological system or behavior of
insects, and can be also used for image processing and neural networks construction [9].
CA forms either a 1-dimensional string of cells, a 2-D grid or a 3-D solid.
Mostly the cells are arranged as a simple rectangular grid. CA has the three
essential feature of state, neighborhood, and program. Its state is a variable
that takes a dierent separate for each cell. The state can be either a number or
a property. Its neighborhood is the set of cells that it interacts with. In a grid
these are normally the cells physically closest to the cell. Fig. 2 shows some
simple neighborhoods (cells marked n) of a cell marked C in a 2-D grid. Its
program is the set of rules that de®ne how its state changes in response to its
current state, and that of its neighborhood [8,9].
For example, we show simple patterns by applying 1-dimensional string to
simple rules. In this example, the state of each cell is 0 or 1 and neighborhoods
are two adjacent cells. Table 1 shows the set of rules. In this table, L, R, C and
Cnew represent the cell state of left neighborhood, that of right neighborhood,
current state of the cell and new state of the cell, respectively. Suppose that we
start with just a single cell in state 1. Fig. 3 shows the changed array with time.

Fig. 2. Cell and neighborhoods.
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Table 1
The set of rules
LCR

Cnew

0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

0
1
1
0
1
1
0
0

0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1

0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

Fig. 3. Change of the cell state.

In this ®gure, grey cells denote that the cell state is 1 and white cells denote that
the cell state is 0.
3. Evolved CA-based neural networks
CAM-Brain model is based on CA which can show complicated behavior by
combining simple rules, and formed by its own chromosome that has information about CA-cell structure. One chromosome is mapped to exactly one
neural network module. Therefore, with genetic algorithm working on this
chromosome, it is possible to evolve and adapt the structure of the neural
network to a speci®c task. It is the basic idea of CAM-Brain that brain-like
system can be made by combining many neural network modules that have
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various functions [1]. This section illustrates a design of CA-space for developing a neural network module.
3.1. Chromosome representation
CAM-Brain's neural network structure composed of blank, neuron, axon
and dendrite are grown inside 2-D or 3-D CA-space by state, neighborhoods
and rules encoded by chromosome. Roles of each cell are as follows.
· Blank: If cell state is blank, it represents empty space and cannot transmit
any signals.
· Neuron: It collects signals from surrounding dendrite cells which are accumulated. If the sum of collected signals is greater than threshold, neuron
cells send them to surrounding axon cells.
· Axon: It sends signals received from neurons to the neighborhood cells.
· Dendrite: It collects signals from neighborhood cells and passes them to the
connected neuron in the end.
Neighborhood cells of one cell mean surrounding cells (North, South, West
and East in 2-D CA space and Top and Bottom added to them in 3-D CA
space). A state of each cell and program (or rules) deciding it with that of
neighbors is decided by a chromosome.
The information encoded in a chromosome determines a neural network
architecture. To represent the whole structure of a neural network, a chromosome has the same number of segments with the cells in CA-space and each
segment has information of each cell. A segment can change blank cell to
neuron cell (NS bit of Fig. 4), and decides the directions of sending received
signals to neighborhood cells (N, S, E, W, T and B bits of Fig. 4). The signal
can be only sent to the direction in which the bit corresponds to 1.
3.2. Growth phase
The growth phase organizes neural structure and makes the signal trails
among neurons. Neurons are seeded in CA-space by chromosome. The neural

Fig. 4. Information encoded in chromosome.
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network structure grows by sending two kinds of growth signals (axon and
dendrite) to neighborhood cells. A neuron sends axon growth signal to two
opposite directions decided by chromosome and dendrite growth signal to the
remaining four directions. The detailed procedure is as follows.
· Step 1: A chromosome is randomly made and the states of all cells are initialized as blank. At this point some of the cells are speci®ed as neuron with
some probability.
· Step 2: A neuron cell sends axon and dendrite growth signals to the direction
decided by chromosome. Axon growth signal is sent to two directions and
dendrite growth signal is sent to the other remaining directions.
· Step 3: The blank cell received growth signal changes to axon or dendrite cell
according to the type of growth signal. It sends the signals received from
other cells to the direction determined by chromosome.
· Step 4: Every blank cell goes through Step 3. Repeating this process, the
®nal neural network is obtained when the state of every cell changes no
longer.
Fig. 5 shows the growing process in 4 ´ 4 2-D CA-space. In this ®gure, the
cell which has oblique lines is blank cell, and the black arrows show the direction of signaling decided by chromosome. Fig. 5(a) shows the process of
seeding a neuron in blank cells, where a neuron is located in (x2 ,y2 ). Fig. 5(b)
shows that the neuron cell sends growth signal to surrounding cells. Fig. 5(c)
shows the Step 3 of the above procedure. Fig. 5(d) shows that blank cells grow
into axon or dendrite.
Fig. 6 shows growing process of neural network inside 2-D CA-space. Initially, all cells are set to blank type, and some cells are decided as neuron-seed
cells by chromosome information. Neuron cells are only made at the initial
state as shown in Fig. 6(a). Neuron cells send two kinds of growth signals to
their neighbors, either ``grow a dendrite'' and ``grow an axon''. Fig. 6(b) shows
the growing axon and dendrite by growth signals. The grown cells never
change their type and send the signal to their neighbor blank cells. Fig. 6(c)
shows the progress of growing axon and dendrite, and 6(d) shows the completion of one neural network module. In a neuron, the dendrite collects signals
and sends to the neuron, and the axon distributes signals originated from the
neuron.
3.3. Signaling phase
Signaling phase transmits the signal from input to output cells continuously.
The trails of signaling are performed with evolved structure at the growth
phase. Each cell plays a dierent role according to the type of cells. If the cell
type is neuron, it gets the signal from connected dendrite cells and gives the
signal to neighborhood axon cells when the sum of signals is greater than
threshold. If the cell type is dendrite, it collects data from the faced cells and
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Fig. 5. Growth phase: (a) black arrow represents signaling direction determined by chromosome,
and a neuron is located in (x2 , y2 ); (b) the neuron sends growth signals; (c) the cell state is decided
according to the type of growth signals; (d) as propagating growth signals, blank cells become axon
or dendrite.

eventually passes them to the neuron body. If the cell type is axon, it distributes
data originating from the neuron body.
The position of input and output cells in CA-space is decided in advance. At
®rst, if input cells produce the signal, it is sent to the faced axon cells, which
distribute that signal. Then, neighborhood dendrite cells belonged to other
neurons collect this signal and send it to the connected neurons. The neurons
that have received the signal from dendrite cells send it to axon cells. Finally,
dendrite cells of output neuron receive this signal and send it to the output
neurons. Output value can be obtained from output neurons. During signaling
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Fig. 6. The process of growth of neural structure: (a) initial step; (b) ®rst step; (c) intermediate step;
(d) ®nal step.

phase, the ®tness evaluation is executed. The detailed procedure of signaling is
as follows.
· Step 1: If the state of input cell is neuron, it receives signals from outside and
accumulates them.
· Step 2: If the sum of signals from outside is greater than threshold, it sends
+1 to excitatory axon and ÿ1 to inhibitory axon.
· Step 3: Axon cell received from neuron sends the signal to surrounding cells
except the cell that sends the signal. Repeating this process, axon cell distributes the signal to neighborhood cells continuously.
· Step 4: When dendrite cells belonged to another neuron receives the signals,
they collect these signals and send them to neuron.
· Step 5: A neuron cell received signals from dendrite cell goes through Step 2 and
it sends the signals to surrounding cells. Repeating this process, the signal from
input cell is passed to the neuron cells and ®nally arrives at output neuron.
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Fitness value is evaluated by the output in this process. Depending on the
task, several methods can be used such as the number of activated cells,
hamming distance of the target and output vectors, and some function to
evaluate the ®tness.
Fig. 7 shows the directions of signals after neuron, axon and dendrite are
made. In this ®gure, neuron sends excitatory signal (+1) to neighborhood cell
that has grown into excitatory axon, and inhibitory signal (ÿ1) to the neighborhood cell that has grown into inhibitory axon. Dendrite cell collects signals
from neighborhood cell and sends them to neuron, and axon cell distributes the
signals originated from neuron to neighborhood cells.
3.4. Evolution of CAM-Brain
In general, simple genetic algorithm generates the population of individuals
and evolves them with genetic operators such as selection, mutation, and
crossover [10]. We have used the genetic algorithm to search the optimal neural

Fig. 7. Signaling phase.
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network. At ®rst, a half of the population that has better ®tness value is selected to produce new population. Two individuals in the new population are
randomly selected and parts of them are exchanged by one-point crossover.
The crossover is occurred at the same position in the chromosomes to maintain
the same length in chromosomes. Mutation is operated in the segment of
chromosome. The genetic algorithm generates a new population from the ®ttest individuals on the given problem.
4. Simulation
Khepera robot simulator is programmed with C++, and the experiment has
been performed on Sun SparcStation 10. The population size is 100, and the
maximum step of sensor sampling is 30 000 to ®nd the ®ttest one.
4.1. Applying CAM-Brain to Khepera
There are a couple of problems to apply the model to controlling robot. One
is that CAM-Brain cannot perfectly utilize activation values of robot sensors.
After a sensor value (scaled between 1 and 32) that is greater than threshold
enters into the CAM-Brain, the corresponding neuron sends 1 and ÿ1 to axons. This can be thought of activation value of robot sensor as scaled between
ÿ1 and 1 so that it cannot re¯ect various situations. The other problem is that
delay time is needed until CAM-Brain makes output values. After sensor
values are inputted to input cells some steps are needed until this value arrives
at output cells. It hinders the robot from reacting promptly.
The ®rst problem has been solved by dividing input range as shown in
Fig. 8. The number of reacting input cells varies according to the magnitude of
input value. When input value is greater than 20, the region of input cells gets
to be the largest. On the other hand, when input value is less than 10, the region
of input cells is the smallest. The other problem is solved by executing signaling
phase for some duration until signals started from input cells arrive at output
cells. This enables the timely reaction of robot according to the situation.
4.2. Environment
We use 7 ´ 7 ´ 7 CA-space to solve the problem. Only four sensors are used
in this simulation and each input cells are in the center of the four faces of
hexahedrons CA-space (see Fig. 8). Output cells are in the top and bottom
faces of hexahedrons. Output cell of top and bottom faces produces the speed
of the left and right motors, respectively. One robot completes the growth
phase with a chromosome and then starts receiving inputs. Only neuron cells
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Fig. 8. Region of input cells.

can take inputs. A signaling phase is performed for some steps per one sensor
sampling time unit.
We make use of a simple method for ®tness evaluation. Let the center of
simulator space be O, robot's starting point be S, and robot's present location
be N, and then the ®tness is given like this.
Fitness 

\SON
:
2p

1

This ®tness leads robot's clockwise rotation. When robot goes round the
simulation space completely, the ®tness becomes 1.0 and robot stops moving. If
robot crashes to the wall and stops movement, we evaluated the ®tness of the
robot at that position. Even if we do not give any knowledge such as ``turn
right'', ``turn left'' and ``avoid bumping'', evolution guides CAM-Brain naturally to solve the problems.

4.3. Result and analysis
Fig. 9 shows the change of ®tness with generation. At the beginning, the
®tness is low, but it increases radically afterward. At the 11th generation, the
robot whose ®tness is 1 appeared but disappeared soon, because Khepera
simulator adds some noise to sensor value for making simulator to be similar
to real robot. After the 23rd generation, the robot whose ®tness is 1 has appeared and remained stable.
Fig. 10 shows the trajectory of the robot for the ®rst 500 steps. It does avoid
bumping against the obstacle. Fig. 11 shows the value of neuron cell of each
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Fig. 9. Change of ®tness.

Fig. 10. Avoid bumping: (a) start; (b) 500th step.

input region from the 1st to the 500th steps. Input 0 is high because sensor 0 is
far from obstacle. Sensor value is high when sensor is very close to obstacle,
but we scale invertedly so result is reversed. After the 110th step, inputs 2 and 3
are suddenly in a low value, because sensors 2 and 3 are placed very close to
obstacle. The velocity of left wheel is ÿ5 while that of right is 0, which leads the
robot to turn left slowly. After the 230th step, the velocity of left wheel becomes ÿ5 and that of right wheel becomes 5, which makes the robot to quickly
turn left. After the 300th step, the robot avoids obstacle perfectly. Inputs 2 and
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Fig. 11. Activation value of input neurons and velocity of two wheels until the 500th step.

Fig. 12. Move straight: (a) 2500th step; (b) 3000th step.

3 are in a high value, while input 5 is changed frequently because sensor 5 is
close to obstacle.
Fig. 12 shows the robot that goes straight ahead from the 2500th step to the
3000th step. Fig. 13 shows the value of neuron cell for each input region from
the 2500th step to the 3000th step. Inputs 0, 2 and 3 are in a high value, because
sensor 0 on left of the robot and sensor 2 and 3 on the head of the robot are far
from obstacles. However input 5 is changed signi®cantly by the movement of
the robot, because sensor 5 on the right of the robot is close to obstacle. The
velocity of left and right wheels is almost 5, which lets the robot to go straight.
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Fig. 13. Activation value of input neurons and velocity of two wheels from the 2500th to the 3000th
step.

Fig. 14. The whole trajectory of the robot.
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The trajectory of the robot that reaches the target spot is shown in Fig. 14.
Analysis of the ®ttest robot's neural structure reveals that two output cells
become neuron cells to be able to produce outputs. This result has come from
that most of the robot's movements consist of turning right and going straight.
Even though the ®tness does not directly re¯ect robot's speed and eciency of
movement, Kephera controller evolved by CAM-Brain has solved the problem
successfully.
5. Concluding remarks
This paper has presented the evolved neural network based on CA, and
applies it to mobile robot control. Also, we attempts to observe evolving
processes of neural network and behavior of the robot. CAM-Brain model has
evolved into the neural structure to solve the problem. We expect that solving
more complex problem is possible. To achieve this goal, we must investigate
possible mechanisms for learning the CAM-Brain model. Furthermore, we
should devise a method to integrate many neural network modules evolved.
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